AI-Powered Healthcare BOT
to Combat COVID–19

The COVID-19 outbreak is causing a massive impact on people's lives, families, and communities. As the impact
continues to grow across geographies quickly, we understand that healthcare organizations are facing several
potentially signiﬁcant challenges to which they need to respond rapidly.
Digital tools such as remote patient monitoring and AI-based Healthcare BOTS could play a vital role in containing the
outbreak of COVID-19 and help citizens who think they've been exposed to COVID-19.
WinWire, a Microsoft Managed Partner has built a Healthcare BOT solution leveraging Microsoft BOT framework
that will help healthcare organizations reduce the risk of spreading of the novel coronavirus.

WinWire’s Healthcare BOT for COVID-19
WinWire’s Healthcare BOT leveraged AI- based chatbot to answer
questions about COVID-19 through a natural conversation experience.
The BOT uses automated software programming with recommendations
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World
Health Organization (WHO) to provide accurate and updated information.
Our turnkey Healthcare BOT for COVID-19 will help organizations to:
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Provide answers to FAQs quickly and eﬃciently
Support Q&A from the CDC and WHO websites
Multi-lingual capability as BOT understand multiple languages

• Great Place to Work CertifiedTM

Reduce tedious tasks and save eﬀorts and time of caregivers
Avoid further spread of COVID-19
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Request a demo today. Our healthcare experts will demonstrate how WinWire’s Healthcare BOT
can support you in ﬁghting COVID-19 more proactively and eﬀectively
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